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IN PREVIOUS papers Hsiang and Hsiang have considered the problem of determining whether 
differentiable large Lie group actions exist on homotopy spheres [7-131. More specifically, 
if M is a compact smooth n-manifold, they define the degree of symmetry IV(IM) to be the 
maximum of the dimensions of those compact Lie groups which act effectively (equivalently, 
almost effectively) on M. The existence of this integer is guaranteed by a classical theorem of 
differential geometry which implies that N(M) I +(n* + n), with equality if and only if 
lL1 = S” or RP”. 
Of course, this last fact may be considered to distinguish the ordinary homotopy 
sphere from exotic ones [I 11. However, a much stronger distinction has been given by 
Hsiang [12]; namely, ifn 2 40 and X” is a homotopy n-sphere, then N(.X) -< (n2/8) + 1. It has 
been further shown that if C bounds a Tc-manifold, these estimates are best possible if 
II = 1 mod 4 and very nearly best possible if tz = 3 mod 4 [7, 81. Furthermore, if II 2 35, 
then there is the considerably smaller estimate N(C) I (n + 1)2/16 + 5 provided C does not 
bound a n-manifold [IO, 131. In this paper we shall show that this estimate may be system- 
atically lowered for some infinite classes of homotopy spheres. As a particular example, we 
prove the following result. 
THEOREM. There is an infinite family of homotopy spheres {C”} for which iV((C”) 5 nAi3. 
If the arithmetic appearing in the proof of this result is pushed further, a sequence of 
estimates a, which asymptotically decrease to </(n4/2) may be obtained. Except for this, it is 
not known the extent to which our estimates are best possible, 
The proof depends upon an application of some ideas due to Novikov [18] to the 
diffeomorphism groups of homotopy spheres and the machinery developed in the papers of 
Hsiang and Hsiang. The important geometric-topological facts in their papers were that if 
the principal orbit of a classical group action on I: is a sphere of dimension # 1, 3 or a real 
Stiefel manifold V,,, 2, then C is the ordinary sphere or bounds a rc-manifold respectively. 
We shall show that a great many other Stiefel manifolds cannot appear as the principal 
orbits of classical group actions either in some cases. 
I am extremely grateful to Wu-Yi Hsiang for his comments on the subject matter of this 
paper. 
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$1. PROPERTIES OF DIFFEOhIORPHIS~I GROUPS 
Let ,LI be a smooth, connected, oriented manifold without boundary, and let Diff M be 
the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms \vith a suitable C’ topology for some 
t-2 1. 
The evaluation mapping e : Dif? ,Lf + M has local cross sections [19], and hence it is a 
fibration whose fiber is the subgroup Diff,M of diffeomorphisms which leave a point fixed. 
One trivial consequence is that the inclusion Ditr,&J -+ Diff .\I is (n - I)-connected if !C is 
an n-dimensional homotopy sphere. 
Any element of Diff,M induces an automorphism of the tangent space of the fixed 
point, and the resulting mapping d : Diff&r -+ GL, (n = dim ,I!) is continuous; we shall call 
d the ~nngent map. It may be readily shown to be a fibration. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. There is ml exact sequence 
--) xi+ ,(SO,,) --t 7ri( D/T; M) + 7?i(Dg*iLI) --+ n,(SO,) + 
rchere DIED M is the sdx_voup of di difleornorphisms \\,hiclr are the identity uear the j.ueti 
point. 
Proof. As in [21], the map d may be factored through SO,. Since (/ is a fibration, one 
may form an exact sequence involving DitT,M, SO,,, and the subgroup of Diff,M whose 
tangent map at the fixed point is the identity. But an argument like that of [21, Lemma 31 
sho~vs that the latter group has Diff-,M as a deformation retract. 
If IV = S”, then the above exact sequence splits at each level because the natural 
inclusion of SO, in Diff,.S” is a cross section of d. This is not the case for other homotopy 
spheres. Suppose /j’ E r, = n,(PD/O) [16, 6.31: let Sfl” be the corresponding homotopy sphere. 
Given u E rr,(SO,,), one can form the composite /U(r) E n,,,(PD/O); this bilinear function of 
/I and z is sometimes called the Milnor-Munkres-Novikov pairing. According to [20, 2.41 
this composition represents the boundary of the smooth manifold obtained by plumbing 
S,” x D’+’ \vith the disk bundle over .S”+’ which has characteristic class 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppo.se <cnk( Di&S,“): therl /?J(rl,;) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the smooth S,,” bundle over Sk+’ which is classified by 5. It is immedi- 
ate that this bundle has a cross section with normal bundle classified by d,c. Thus if E(t) 
is the total space of the .S,” bundle and E, is E(t) with an open disk removed, then E, is 
diffeomorphic to the plumbing of .S,” x Dk+’ with the disk bundle given by r/,t. Since 
c?E, is the ordinary sphere, we have /3J(t/,t) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.3. There exist infinitely mauy n, k, /; such that 
c/* : ~,(Di&Ss”) -+ x,(SO,) 
is not surjectir:e. 
Proof According to [20, 2.1 I], there are infinitely many n, k, B such that /U(z) # 0. 
We shall reinterpret 1.2 and 1.3. Notice that the group Diffc.Sa” is isomorphic to the 
group D, of diffeomorphisms of R” which are the identity off some compact set. Let 
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d, : n,(SO,) -+ rre_ r(fI,) be the boundary map in the exact sequence 1.1. Then according to 
the above results for some u, asr is nonzero. On the other hand, Novikov has defined 
homotopy classes in rr,(D,_ 1) which are mapped nontrivially by a homomorphism 
p&-l,” : 7ck(D.- I> + nk- do,,>* 
(See [18].) We shall show that these are equal. 
Recall the definition of the Novikov classes. If G is a topological group, then rrO(G, I) 
acts on rci(G, 1) via the maps induced by inner automorphisms; obviously these induced 
maps only depend on the arc component of a point. Consider the special case G = Diff S”-‘; 
then if n 2 5 we can use the result of Cerf [2, 31 that r, = n,(Diff S”) to obtain a mapping 
r : r, x rrk(Diff S”-I) + rc,(Diff S”-‘) 
given by T(P, a) = p * CL - a. If c1 E n&(&SO,) and i : SO,, + Diff S”-’ is the inclusion, then it is 
easy to check that s(B, i *cc) E JT~(D,,-~) [15, p. 5831. Furthermore, if 
A : n,(D,-,) + nO(Dn+k- 1) = rk 
is the composite of k maps like P above, 
A =pO,n+k-lC(l.n+k-2 “‘~&-I.” 
then AT@, i,cr) = /U(a) E r,,+& 118, p. 2271. Geometrically, 1 represents the homotopy sphere 
obtained by performing surgery on a smooth S”-’ bundle over Sk+’ along the restriction 
of the bundle to D”,’ ‘. 
THEOREM 1.4. In the above notation, thefirmula a, a = PCS@, &cc) holds. 
Proof. If M is an oriented manifold without boundary and D is a closed disk, let 
MO = M - Int D. We shall define a map n,(Diff,M) -+ n,(Diff MO) which commutes with 
the natural inclusions of Diff,M; for definiteness, assume 0 E D is the fixed point of Diff,M. 
Define Diff,M to be the subgroup of Diff,M consisting of all diffeomorphisms whose 
restriction to D is a rotation, and let Diff, M be the subgroup of Diff, M for which this rota- 
tion is the identity. It follows from the tubular neighborhood theorem that the inclusion 
(Diff, M, Diff, M) -+ (Diff,M, Diff=M) 
is a homotopy equivalence. However, there is also a restriction mapping 
(Diff, M, Diff, M) + (Diff MO, Diff, MO) 
where Diff, MO consists of those diffeomorphisms which are the identity near the boundary. 
This shows that such maps exist. 
We now specialize to M = Spn, so that M = D u @E, where D and E are n-disks. First 
of all, the restriction of d to Diff, S,” assigns to each map f the restricted diffeomorphism 
f ( aD. To obtainf) aE, one must conjugateI] aD by the representative of /? E x,(DiffS”-‘) 
used in forming S,“. Thus under the composition 
?r*(SO,) d.-’ rr*(Diff, S,“, Diff, San) - n,(Diff E, 0,) - n,(Diff S”-‘) 
the class CL goes to /I . &a. Tf a is the boundary homomorphism of the fibration, it is immediate 
that a,a = 8(/I - &a). 
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However, by construction p is the restriction of 2 to the image of XJO,_~). Since 
CL E Image x,(Diff D”), the vanishing of di,r implies that 
d,a = 2(/l . i,r) = fTQ? * i,r - i,r) = ZT(~, i,r) = p(fi, &a). 
The above result will give crucial estimates of the order of the image of d,. 
$2. SOME HOMOTOPY-THEORETIC CONSEQUENCES 
In this section we shall derive some simple consequences of the above results: these 
mainly concern the combinatorial noninvariance of certain properties of the self-equivalence 
groups of a manifold. 
Let I-IL,+, be the semi-simplicial group of PL homeomorphisms of S”, and let G,+i be 
the topological monoid of homotopy equivalences of S”. If A(G,+ i) is the singular complex 
of G,+,, then there is a canonical map j: l-IL,+, -+ A((?,+,). Furthermore, mappings 
ia : A(Diff S,“) + l-IL,+, may be constructed; the usual technical complications arise (com- 
pare [16]). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There exist k, n, fl such thut k < n - 3 nnd the images of 
is* : dDiflSgn) -+ ~r,(~L+l) 
i* : 4%+,) --+ TmL+,) 
are unequal. 
Proof. By the remarks in the second paragraph of Section 1, we can replace Diff with 
Diff,. Furthermore, the following diagram commutes since we are in the PL stable range 
PI: 
n,(Diff,Spn) d. %(SO”) 
This is true since i,,< and i,d,s classify normal disk bundles for isotopic embeddings of 
sufficiently high codimension. Since d, is not onto for suitable 11, k, p and i, is 1 - 1 in the 
stable range, the images of i, and is* are unequal. 
Remark. The images of j*i, and j,ia* are in fact unequal. For if sl E n,(SO,), and 
J(E) = J(cc’) for some tl’ = d&, then by 1.2 we know /?J(cc) = pJ(z’) = 0. 
If M is a closed, connected, oriented smooth n-manifold, the inertia group I(M) is 
defined to be the subgroup of r, consisting of all homotopy spheres 2: such that M # X is 
orientation-preservingly diffeomorphic to M. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any /I E r, we hate the equality 
~r,(DifS~~) = I-,+,/Z(S,” x S’). 
In particular, since I(S,” x S’) # 0 for infinitely many n, fl [20, 2.121, the groups of 
isotopy and pseudo-isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of a smooth manifold are not com- 
binatorial invariants (this has also been shown by Levine and Sato). 
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Proof. Consider the end of the exact sequence given in 1.1; since ;i,(SO,) = Z2 and 
iro(D,) = 1-,_,, this may be rewritten as follows: 
-, ;r,(Diff*Siln) -, Z? --t I,,, + n,(Diff,S,“) +O. 
By 1.4, the mapping Zz + I,+* takes the generator to flq E I,,, = x,+,(PD/O), where q 
generates T[,+ ,(S”) = Z2. Hence n,(Diff,Sfl”) is equal to the quotient of I,,, by the sub- 
group generated by flq. However, by [20, 2.51 that subgroup is precisely the inertia group of 
.S,n x S’. 
COROLLARY 2.3. if S,” bowlds a n-manijbld, then 
xO(~iffSgn) = r,,,. 
Proof. According to [20. 2.81. [(San x S’) = 0. 
It is reasonable to expect that if S,” bounds a n-manifold, then Diff .Sfl” has much the 
same homotopy properties as Diff S”. A partial result appears in the next section. 
$3. LOCAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Suppose G is a compact Lie group which acts differentiably on a smooth manifold n/r; 
let cr : G -+ Diff M be the associated continuous homomorphism. The statement that G has a 
fixed point I E M is equivalent to the statement that 0 factors through Diff,M, the subgroup 
leaving x fixed. Given such a factorization ox, one forms the composite p = da,; this is 
generally called the local representation of 0 at s, and its equivalence class only depends on 
the arc component of s in the fixed point set. The fact that d may not be surjective in 
homotopy gives a strong restriction on the possible local representations for certain homo- 
topy spheres, as we shall see. At the end of this section we reverse this argument and use 
known group actions on some homotopy spheres to obtain information on the image of the 
induced homotopy map cl, in some special cases. 
Throughout this section p 2 7 will denote a fixed odd prime and /I will be the element 
/I,_, defined by Toda [22,4.15 p. 2971. Its grade is given by n = 2p3 - 2p2 - 4p + 2. We 
shall need the facts that it has order p and satisfies PJ(%) # 0 if r* generates ~K~~_~(SO) = 2 
[221. 
The following result is the main theorem for the special case of classical groups; it will 
be extended in the next section. 
THEOREM 3.1. There are no nontrivial classical group actions on S,” of the following 
types : 
(i) Spin, lj- k>2p2-2p-3 
(ii) SU, if k>p2-p- 1 
(iii) Sp, if k > *(p’ -p). 
Proof. We shall generically denote any of the above families by CL (compare [13]). If 
actions as above existed, then trivially dim CL,,_, > 2 dim S,“. By the computation appear- 
ing in [S, Ch. III, pp. 747, 5501, either CL, or CL,_, has a nonempty fixed point set; further- 
more, the principal isotropy subgroup is a standardly embedded CL, for m > $k. 
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If p is a local representation of the action on CL,, or CL,_,, then the fact that the 
Principal isotropy group of p is also CL,,, or CL,_, allows one to use Table A appearing 
in [9] to deduce that p is equal to (k - m) copies of the standard representation plus a trivial 
representation. Hence the induced map in homotopy 
P* : n2p-3(CLk-,) + X&7-3(.%) = 2 
maps the generator of the first group (which is isomorphic to Z) to (k - m) multiplied by 
1, 2, or 4. 
But the image of p* is contained in the image of de; if z is the generator of x~~_,(SO~) as 
above, then by 1.4 and the fact that /U(a) # 0 we see that l.zBr E Tn+2p_3 has order p. Thus 
by exactness any element in the image of d, is divisible byp; in particular, (k - m) is divisible 
by p so that the dimension of the representation module must be at least &p(k - 1) where 
E = I, 2, or 4 depending on the family of classical groups involved. The values of k appearing 
in the statement of the theorem are such that Ep(k - 1) > II, and thus the proof is complete. 
We conclude this section with a result on the group DiffJ, where 2 is a homotopy 
sphere which bounds a n-manifold. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E2”-l be a homotopy sphere which bounds a rt-manifold. Then the 
image of the map 
d, : IQ : (@Y*C> --) %(%“-.I) 
has index at most 2 ifn 2 16 and k 2 2n - 5 (n even) or k 2 2n - 7 (n odd). 
If n < 16, modified estimates on the order of the cokernel of d, may be obtained by the 
method of proof and a routine check of the metastable homotopy of SO,,_, (e.g. see [23]). 
Proof. As noted in [8, Examples 5.3, 5.41, generators for the group iJP,, of homotopy 
spheres bounding n-manifolds admit smooth SO,_, actions with fixed points. Furthermore, 
the principal isotropy subgroup is SO,_, , and hence the Iocal representation is a direct sum 
of two copies of the standard representation with a trivial representation. Since this repre- 
sentation induces in homotopy twice the induced map of the inchrsion of SO,_, in SO,,_,, 
the result is proved for generators of dP,, ifwe know that the mapping x,(SO,_ &vc~(SO~~_ i) 
induced by inclusion is surjective. By a theorem of Barratt and Mahowald [I], this is true if 
k 2 18 and k 5 2n - 5 or 2n - 7 depending on whether n is even or odd. On the other hand, 
surjectivity is well-known if k s 17 and n 2 16. 
To prove the theorem for arbitrary elements of dP,,, take a suitable connected sum 
along the fixed point set of the action on the generator of dP,, . 
COROLLARY. Suppose n 2 16 and k 5 2n - 5. Then if /I E aP,, and u E q(SOzn_ J is a 
generator, we have 2p~(p, u) = 0. 
Proof. By 1.4, ps(/?, a) = a, a, and according to 3.2 and the exact sequence of 1.1 twice 
the latter element vanishes. 
Remarks (1) We know that /?J(u) = 0 always holds [20,2X]. 
(2) By [6] it is impossible to prove d, is surjective using the above method. 
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(3) Estimates similar to 3.1 may be given for homotopy spheres representing any of the 
elements pi, 1 _< i I p - 1 [22, p. 2971. In particular, for fll in dimensions 2p2 - 2p - 2 it 
can be shown that there are no classical group actions above roughly twice the dimension of 
PI. However, the degree of symmetry estimate obtained by our method involves the 3/2 
power of the dimension. 
$4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
As mentioned before, the results of Hsiang and Hsiang on the degree of symmetry 
involve reducing problems concerning general compact Lie groups to problems concerning 
classical groups. We quote one form of this principle [13, Proposition 1.21: 
Let G be a compact Lie group and M be a connected smooth manifold with G acting 
almost effectively. Suppose that dim G 2 r - dim M, [where] r 2 3 and (H) is the conjugacy 
class of principal isotropy subgroups. Then, there exists a connected subgroup G, of G such that 
[dim G, >]dim (G, n H) > - (r - 2, dim G 2 4 dim G 
(r - 1) I - ” 
If we turn this around, we notice if for every nontrivial action of a compact simple Lie 
group G, the principal isotropy subgroup H satisfies (dim H/dim G) 5. s where s > 4, then 
N(M) I (3 (dim M). 
Given an odd primep and S,” as in Section 3, we shall show that s may be chosen equal 
to (p - 1)/p. Then N(M) _< (p + l)(dim M), and the fact that N(M) I (dim M)4’3 follows 
by some easy estimates. 
We shall use the result of Hsiang ([14; see also [9]) that the positive dimensional princi- 
pal isotropy subgroups of topological actions of compact simple Lie groups on Euclidean 
spaces and spheres are nearly the same as those of linear actions. If we examine the 
tabulation of these isotropy subgroups which appears in [9, Table A], we readily get all 
possible pairs (G, H) such that G is a compact simple Lie group acting nontrivially and 
differentiably on an exotic sphere, His a principal isotropy subgroup, and dim H > + dim G. 
The only pair not of the form (CL,, CL,) is (F4, Spin,), for which (dim Spins/dim F4) = 
7/13 < (‘J - 1)/p. We next give a generalization of the main step in the proof of 3.1; the 
method of proof is apparent. 
Let o be a differentiable action of CL, on SPn with principal isotropy subgroup CL,,, . rf the 
map induced by inclusion 
z,,-3(cL,-,) + n2p-3 (SO”) = z 
maps onto q times the generator of the latter where q andp are relatively prime, then the local 
representation on CL, or CL,_, has at least p irreducibIe components and hence (k - m) 2 p. 
Using well-known results on the above mapping in homotopy, we see that any CL, 
action on S,” with principal isotropy subgroup CL,,, (m > 2k/3) satisfies the hypothesis of the 
above statement if CL =Spin, SU, Sp and k 2 p + 1, p, +p respectively. Recall that upper 
bounds for k were given in 3.1. 
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If k I p, p - 1. f(p - 1) respectively, then the above map in homotopy is trivial, and we 
must therefore resort to the estimates of (k - m) appearing in [6] and [lo]. Namely, 
(k - m) 2 3 for Spin and (k - m) 2 2 for SU and Sp. 
The proof of the main theorem now proceeds by showing that all ratios dim CL,,,/ 
dim CL, subject to the above constraints do not exeed (p - 1);~. This is done in six routine 
steps. For each of the three families of classical groups, the largest possible ratio such that 
(k - m) I2, 3 occurs when k = p, (p - I). &(p - I). Each of these ratios is less than 
(p - 1)/p. The largest possible ratios in the cases h- 2 p + 1, p. +p (and hence k - nz 2 p) 
occur if h- - nz = p and k is as large as possible; by 3.1, this means that upper estimates may 
be obtained by taking k equal to 2p2 - 2p - 3, p2 - p - I, +(p’ - p) respectively. Again, 
the ratios do not exceed (p - 1)/p. This concludes the proof. 
Remark. In [lo] it is asked whether the existence of a CL, action on a homotopy sphere 
C” such that the principal isotropy subgroup is CL, always implies that C” embeds smoothly 
in R”+k-“; special cases have been shown [6, lo]. In our situation, it is fairly well known 
(compare [20, 1.8, 2.6, 2.1 I]) that S,” does not embed in Rnfzpm2 with trivial normal bundle. 
The question ofwhether an embedding with nontrivial normal bundle exists may be theoret- 
ically reduced to homotopy theory by the results of [17] and [4]; however, as may be noted 
by the ambiguity appearing in the tables of [17, Section 71, an actual computation is some- 
what elusive and depends on better knowledge of the groups ni(F,, G,). Further discussion 
on the geometric interpretation of these groups appears in [4, Se&ions 6-81. 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A. 
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